PART I. THEMATIC ESSAYS

A SHORT HISTORY OF ACOUSTIC PHONETICS IN THE U.S.

Ignatius G. Mattingly
Haskins Laboratories and University of Connecticut

Acoustic phonetics concerns itself with those topics in experimental phonetics that can reasonably be investigated by the analysis, manipulation, and synthesis of speech signals. These topics include the spectrotemporal structures of the signals and the relation of these structures both to the vocal tract configurations that produced them and to the linguistic units intended by speakers and perceived by hearers. In this essay, some account is given of the history of acoustic phonetic research in the U. S. Speech perception research, however, is considered in a separate paper in this volume and will be referred to here only incidentally.

Acoustic phonetics in the U. S. began in 1879 with a paper read by A. G. Bell before the National Academy of Arts and Sciences. By this time, European scientists such as Willis, Wheatstone, and Helmholtz had already defined two questions that were to preoccupy the field for the next sixty years. First, how many vowel "pitches" (i.e., resonances) are there, and how are they related to the cavities of the vocal tract? Helmholtz's (1877-1954) experiments had led him to the conclusion that these cavities acted as simple resonators. There was one pitch for a back vowel, produced by a single resonator, and two pitches for a front vowel, produced by two connected resonators. Second, are the vowel pitches laryngeal partials amplified by the resonators (the Chord-Tone Theory, proposed by Wheatstone, 1837, and favored by Helmholtz) or are they unrelated to the laryngeal partials, resulting from the momentary excitation of the resonators by successive laryngeal pulses (the Inharmonic Theory, proposed by Willis, 1830). Although Rayleigh (1894-1945) argued correctly that both theories were true and consistent with each other, the issue was to remain alive through the 1930s.

Bell was well aware of these questions. In his paper, he claims to have found, by tapping his throat or cheek, two pitches, systematically related to cavity size, for all the vowels, but does not report their values. He supports the Chord-Tone Theory, arguing that laryngeal partials are reinforced to some extent even if they are merely close in frequency to the cavity pitch. But he refutes a variant of this theory proposed by the British investigators Jenkins and Ewing (1878), according to which the pitches of a vowel maintain a constant harmonic relationship, by showing that the quality of a recorded vowel does alter when the speed of rotation of a phonograph cylinder is suddenly altered.

Bell's paper did not immediately inspire further work in acoustic phonetics. At this time, there was in the U.S. no strong tradition of experimental phonetic research such as existed in Britain and Germany, and no further significant acoustic work was done until the next century. Bell's real contribution to acoustic phonetics is surely the insight expressed to his assistant Thomas Watson during their experiments in telegraphy: "If I could make a current of electricity vary in intensity precisely as the air varies in density during the production of a speech sound, I should be able to transmit speech telegraphically" (Watson, 1915, p. 1506). Not only the telephone, but the electrical technology that was to transform acoustic phonetic research and the theories later developed to explain the relation between the vocal tract and the speech signal, depend ultimately on the analogy between sound and electricity, whose practical importance Bell seems to have been the first to recognize.

1900-1920
But electrical technology did not become available for phonetic research for quite a while. In the meantime, Fourier analysis of speech was a laborious and not very rewarding affair. First, an oscillogram of the sound wave had to be prepared, by optically transducing the vibrations of the membrane of a horn receiver, as with D. C. Miller's Phonodeik (1916-1922); or the varying depth of the grooves of a wax cylinder recording (as in L. Bevier's work e.g., 1900). It was of course extremely difficult to do this accurately and reliably and the frequency range now known to be important for speech was very poorly preserved. From the oscillogram, Fourier coefficients were computed from series of ordinate values measured for each pitch pulse, either by hand (Bevier) or with a Henri Inc analyzer (Miller). Using this device, the experimenter traced the waveform of a pitch pulse with a stylus, the movement of the stylus was mechanically analyzed, and the sine and cosine coefficients of five components appeared on dials. To do twenty components and then compute amplitudes and phases must have taken well over an hour for each pitch pulse.

In general, the number of resonances and their values obtained by these early investigators were consistent with those given by Helmholtz. Indeed, Helmholtz's account was so influential that contradictory data were brushed aside. For example, although a back vowel was supposed to have only one resonance, both Bevier and Miller report cases where [o] has two resonances at frequencies now known to be appropriate for F1 and F2 of this vowel. Of one such case, Miller observes, "The double peak for this vowel is peculiar to certain voices, and probably there is only one resonance, which is separated into two parts by the absence of a particular partial tone from the sound of a particular voice". (1916-1922, pp. 226-227).

Miller also synthesized some vowels and CV syllables, using wooden organ pipes with adjustable output levels. Each
pipe produced one harmonic component of the vowel being synthesized, ten pipes being required for a baritone [ə]. By opening and closing the air supply, he synthesized the word *papa*.

While MILLER and Bevier accepted the Chord-Tone Theory, the psychologist E. W. SCRIPTURE was a fierce partisan of the Inharmonic Theory, as elaborated by the German investigator L. Hermann (e.g., 1893). Scripture (1906) insisted that a standard Fourier analysis gave a false picture of the vowel spectrum, and proposed a method for analyzing the speech waveform into “frictional” (i.e., damped) sinusoids. He also synthesized waveforms, though not actual signals, from such components. Understanding that the vocal resonators were interdependent, he accomplished this by using two pendulums of different lengths linked so as to vibrate together, anticipating the principle of the serial formant synthesizer. He also gave much attention to “qualitative analysis”, that is, close scrutiny of waveforms of connected speech, at a time when others looked only at sustained vowels. His commentaries are remarkably insightful, anticipating many ideas not commonplace until much later. For example:

...the cavity tones in the spoken vowels are never constant. This fact, when thoroughly understood and recognized, must effect changes in the prevailing views of sounds found in the books on phonetics and the dictionaries. These are really written with notions of sounds that are derived from typography and not from actual speech; the conclusions often have little relation to the really spoken sounds. (1906, p. 41).

1920-1945

After World War I, the Research Laboratories of the Bell Telephone System undertook an ambitious program of research on speech and hearing (Fletcher, 1929). The Bell electrical engineers found it natural not only to use electrical methods but also to draw on electrical analogies in thinking about phonetic questions.

An early example was Stewart’s “Electrical Analogue of the Vocal Organs” (1922). Stewart’s device, the first electrical synthesizer, was actually a terminal analog (FLANAGAN, 1957) formant synthesizer, consisting of a buzzer exciting two resonant circuits in parallel. Recognizable versions of all the vowels and some consonants were obtained by varying the tuning of the circuits.

Stewart’s synthesizer had two resonators, rather than three or four, because he shared the still generally held Helmholtzian notion that “the air in the mouth cavities possesses, as a rule, only one or two important modes of vibration” (1922, pp. 311). But Crandall (1925), another Bell engineer, found evidence against this view with the help of his electro-optical system for making oscillograms, a great advance over previous systems. He observed for back vowels not only the expected “mean low characteristic frequencies” but also, in the case of several speakers, “scattered low frequencies” that are obviously second-resonance frequencies and, for both back and front vowels, “scattered high frequencies” that may represent higher resonances. As recording and analyzing equipment improved, the number of resonances observed in vowel sounds continued to increase, further embarrassing the Helmholtzian account. In Steinberg’s (1934) analysis of Joe took father’s shoebench out, three resonances were regularly seen and sometimes four; Lewis (1936) found five resonances in each of the vowels he analyzed, and therefore proposed that there were five simple resonators in the vocal tract, without specifically locating them. Moreover, G. OSCAR RUSSELL (1931) found the Helmholtzian account inconsistent with his x-ray data.

Homer Dudley was another Bell engineer intrigued by electrical analogies. In a 1940 paper, he says, “The fundamental processes in human speech production are ... analogous to those of electrical carrier circuits” (p. 504). He embodied this idea in the Vocoder (Dudley, 1939), a device to reduce the channel capacity required for speech communication. At the sending end, the smoothed outputs of a pitch-detector and a bank of filters covering the speech spectrum were coded as slowly-varying signals; at the receiving end, these coded signals controlled the frequency of a buzzer and the input levels of the buzzer signal to another bank of filters, whose summed outputs formed the synthesized speech. The Vocoder (Dudley, Riesz and Watkins, 1939) was a terminal analog synthesizer similar to the Vocoder’s receiving end. The control signals, however, were provided by a human operator by means of a keyboard, wrist bar, and pedal. It took a long time for an operator to become skilled and the synthetic speech, to judge from recordings that still survive, was not highly intelligible.

1945-1970

The impressive accomplishments of the post-World War II years were due mainly to three developments: The invention of the sound spectrograph, the replacement of the Helmholtzian account of vocal resonance by the Acoustic Theory of Speech Production, and the availability of digital computers for phonetic research.

The spectrograph (Potter, 1945; Koenig, Dunn and Lacy, 1946) had been developed by Ralph Potter and his associates at Bell Laboratories just before the War, but was used for military purposes and not made public until 1945. The spectrograph provided, in a few minutes, a time-frequency-intensity display of a previously recorded 2.4 sec signal, by means of repeated analyses with a band pass filter automatically retuned to increasing center frequencies. For the first time, spectrotemporal phonetic events could be readily observed.

In Visible Speech, Potter, Kopp and Green’s (1947) textbook for reading spectrographic displays, a great many very clear spectrograms are shown and many of the significant acoustic features of speech are pointed out in colorful terminology. Stops are characterized by a “stop gap” followed by a “spike”. Formants are “bars”. Every sound has a “hub”, the explicit or implicit frequency of “bar 2”. The hub, a forerunner of the “locus” (DELLATTRE, LIBERMAN and COOPER, 1955), is said to be “relatively fixed” for many sounds, but Potter et al. were quite aware of coarticulatory effects (pp. 49-51). While little of their terminology has survived, most of their observations have proved in subsequent research to have been accurate and important.

Up to this point, linguists and conventional phoneticians had avoided acoustic phonetics. BLOCH and Trager had observed, “Acoustic terms, for all their precision, are meaningless to nearly every linguist” (1942, p. 12). But the advent of the spectrograph awakened linguists’ interest. Martin Joos, who had worked with the spectrograph for three years in the Army Signal Corps, was probably the first linguist to realize its potential value for phonetic research. His Acoustic Phonetics (1948) was extremely
influential and is still worth reading today for its discussions of segmentation and coarticulation. Another linguist, ROMAN JAKOBSON, found support in spectrograms for his theory of phonological distinctive features. In Jakobson, Fant and HALLE (1952), the features are defined in acoustic terms, with spectrographic examples. Unfortunately, the interests of phonologists and experimental phoneticians would soon diverge again, owing to differences in training and scientific goals.

The spectrograph also inspired FRANKLIN COOPER'S Pattern Playback synthesizer at Haskins Laboratories (COOPER, LIBERMAN and Borst, 1951). The Playback could convert spectrotemporal patterns, either actual spectrograms or hand-painted creations, to sound. These control patterns were stable, unlike the human manipulations that had controlled earlier synthesizers, so that many identical repetitions of an utterance as desired could be produced, yet the patterns were also readily modifiable. These features made the Playback the first synthesizer that enabled systematic perceptual experimentation, and it was the main tool for research at Haskins during the next fifteen years.

Many investigations aimed at describing the various phonetic categories were carried out during this period with the help of the spectrograph. DELATTRE (1951) elaborated on the correspondence, to which JOOS (1948) had called attention, between F1-F2 plots and the traditional phonetic vowel quadrilateral based on tongue position. This correspondence received further abundant support from an extensive study of the vowels of 76 speakers at Bell Laboratories (PETERSON and Barney, 1952). This study also revealed consistent formant patterns within speaker but systematic differences across speakers, dependent on sex and age.

Acoustic properties of stop consonants were investigated by FISCHER-JORGENSEN (1954) and HALLE, HUGHES and RADLEY (1957); stress, by FRY (1955) and LEHISTE and PETERSON (1959); glides and diphthongs, by Lehiste and Peterson (1961); voice onset time, by LISKER and ABRAMSON (1964); and intonation, by Liberman (1967). In the case of some categories, however, the analysis provided by the spectrograph was inadequate and special filtering was necessary, as in the case of stop bursts (Halle et al., 1957) and fricatives (Hughes and Halle, 1956). Besides these studies of particular categories, the coarticulatory effects were studied by House and FAIRBANKS (1953), Peterson and Lehiste (1960), and House (1961).

H. K. Dunn at Bell Laboratories and Gunnar Fant at MIT were responsible for the final demise of the Helmholtzian account of vocal resonance. Dunn (1950) argued that Helmholtz resonators were an oversimplification, given the frequencies and cavity dimensions involved. A distributed rather than a lumped treatment was called for, taking shape as well as size into consideration. This could be accomplished by regarding the cavities of the vocal tract as a series of connected tubes of different lengths and areas or equivalently, in the most striking electrical analogy so far, as segments of a telephone transmission line. Though in certain cases a particular resonance might be chiefly dependent on a single cavity, the resonant frequencies specified by the transmission characteristic of the tract depended on general on the entire configuration. Dunn ignored damping effects to simplify his discussion, but Fant (1950a,b; 1952) demonstrated that if damping is taken into account, a tube model of the transmission characteristic (or "transfer function"), together with appropriate assumptions concerning source and radiation characteristics, could specify the complete acoustic signal, rather than merely its resonant frequencies. This was the essence of the Acoustic Theory of Speech Production, elaborated later in Fant (1960).

To test his calculations, Dunn had constructed a primitive transmission-line synthesizer, in which the vocal tract was modelled as two uniform tubes connected by a constriction of variable location and area. Soon after, STEVENS, KASOWSKI and Fant (1953) built a more elaborate synthesizer in which the areas of 35.5 cm tube segments in cascade could be independently varied, allowing any desired vocal-tract area function to be approximated. By defining a fairly naturalistic configuration and varying only lip opening and location and degree of tongue constriction, Stevens and House (1955) demonstrated that the connection between tongue position and vowel formant frequency was not straightforward; because of compensatory articulation, the F1-F2 patterns PETERSON and Barney (1952) had reported could be produced by many different area functions. This synthesizer, supplemented with a nasal circuit, was also used to investigate nasalized vowels (House and Stevens, 1956) and nasal consonants (House, 1957).

Computers began to become available to speech researchers in the 1960s, taking over tasks previously done manually, such as the editing of speech signals (COOPER and MATTINGLY, 1969), or electronically, such as terminal analog synthesis (Kelly and Gersman, 1961; FLANAGAN, Coker and Bird, 1963), vocal-tract synthesis (Kelly and Lochbaum, 1963), and modelling of the voicing source (Flanagan and Landgraf, 1968).

Other tasks performed by the computer had not previously been practical at all. One such was "synthesis by rule". LIBERMAN, INGEMANN, LISKER, DELATTRE and COOPER (1959) had presented rules for synthesis from a phonemic input for the Pattern Playback, but hand-painting spectral control patterns by rule was extremely tedious, and only a few sentences had actually been synthesized. Kelly and Gersman (1961), however, programmed a computer to derive control functions for their formant synthesizer according to rule. Thus ample amounts of speech could be readily produced and evaluated, and the rules could then be improved.

The computer also made possible a research strategy inspired by the Acoustic Theory of Speech Production: "Analysis by synthesis" (Bell, Fujisaki, Heinz, STEVENS and House, 1961). Fant (1950a,b; 1952) had pointed out that the transfer function could be factored into pole and zero components in the complex plane. This suggested that the transfer function of a natural speech sound could be estimated, given reasonable assumptions about the contributions of the excitation source and radiation, by assembling, with the aid of a computer, the best matching spectrum from an inventory of such components. Bell et al. analyzed vowels in this way and the method was applied to voiceless fricatives by Heinz and Stevens (1961) and to nasal consonants by Fujimura (1962).

---

1 Chiba and Kajiyama in Japan had made this point in *The vowel - Its nature and structure* (1941/1958). But most copies of this book were lost during the war (Flanagan and Rabiner, 1973, p. 92), and it did not become known to Dunn until after he had submitted his paper for publication (Dunn, 1950, p. 741).
1970-PRESENT

In recent times, although the number of investigators and the amount of research in acoustic phonetics have greatly increased, there has been no theoretical development as remarkable as the Acoustic Theory of Speech Production, and no technical advance as dramatic as the sound spectrograph. Nevertheless, substantial progress has been made in a number of different directions, which there is space to sketch only briefly, citing some representative papers.

Sophisticated computer procedures for speech analysis, such as the Fast Fourier Transform (Oppenheim, 1970), and Linear Predictive Coding (Atal and Hanauer, 1971) have been developed, and are now packaged for use on PCs and the Macintosh (e.g., Kellner, 1994).

Some topics investigated earlier have been profitably revisited, as exemplified in the studies of stop consonants carried out by Klatt (1975), Blumstein and Stevens (1979), and Kewley-Port (1982) and in the studies of the acoustic effects of coarticulation by, e.g., Soli (1981), Repp and Mann (1982), Manuel (1990) and Magen (1997). Stevens (1989), in an influential paper drawing on the Acoustic Theory of Speech Production, has argued that speech is “quantal”: Ranges of articulatory variables in which the signal changes rapidly relative to articulatory change, and ranges of acoustic variables where auditory perception changes rapidly relative to acoustic change, provide the basis for phonetic distinctive features.

Other topics, previously given little consideration, have now received more attention. Thus, substantial effort has been devoted to prosodic features, especially intonation, e.g., Kutik, Cooper and Boyce (1983) and Liberman and Pierrehumbert (1984); duration, e.g. Crystal and House (1988a, b); and the effects of syntactic structure on both (Cooper, 1976; Cooper and Sorensen, 1977). The pronunciation of non-native speakers has been studied by Fliege, Munro, and Skelton (1992) and by Crowther and Mann (1992). The speech of infants and children has been considered by several investigators from a developmental standpoint. Thus, Gilbert (1970) has examined vowel formants; Kreating and Buhr (1978); F0; Smith (1978), timing; and Raphael, Dorman and Geffner (1980), durational differences conditioned by voicing.

In a laudable effort to bridge the divide that seems to separate phonetics from linguistics (see Ohala, 1990), some investigators have employed the methods of acoustic phonetics to address phonological questions. Labov (1963) had measured formant frequencies to demonstrate a sound change in progress on Martha’s Vineyard. Later, Ohala (1974) showed that certain puzzling historical sound changes could be accounted for in acoustic terms. Most recently, the Experimental Phonology movement has demonstrated that experimental phonetics can contribute to both synchronic and diachronic phonology (see the papers in Ohala and Jaeger, 1986; Kingston and Beckman, 1990; and succeeding volumes in the Laboratory Phonology series).

Acoustic phonetics has also been applied to questions of linguistic evolution. Lieberman, Crelin and Klatt (1972) have argued that while the superlaryngeal tract in non-human primates, human neonates and, arguably, Neanderthal man is essentially a single tube with a limited sound repertoire, there has evolved in the adult human a “hent two-tube” superlaryngeal tract whose shape can be varied by tongue movement to produce a far more extensive repertoire. Hauser and Fowler (1992) have provided evidence that primate vocalizations have some of the prosodic properties of human speech.

There has been considerable work on the determination of vocal-tract configuration from spectral information. Merriamstein (1967) had already shown that vocal-tract area functions for vowels cannot be recovered unambiguously unless they are required to be anti-symmetric. Atal, Chang, Mathews and Tukey (1978) have generated an inventory of formant-frequency patterns by vocal-tract synthesis and have confirmed the many-to-one articulatory-to-acoustic relation observed by Stevens and House (1955). But Ladefoged, Harshman, Goldstein and Rice (1978) have found that for unrounded vowels, formant frequencies are highly correlated with dynamic factors known to specify tongue shape, Papcun et al. (1992) have used a neural network trained on x-ray microbeam data for Co syllables to determine vocal-tract gestures with considerable success, and Hodgson, Rubin and Saltzman (1996) have shown that a computer can be trained to determine articulator positions from synthetic speech by exploiting continuity restrictions on articulator movement.

In speech synthesis work, highly intelligible speech can now be generated from a phonemic input, and indeed from conventionally-spelled text (see Klatt’s 1987 review of text-to-speech systems) and attention has turned to the voice source. Ishizaka and Flanagan (1972) have synthesized voiced sounds from their “two-mass” model, elaborating on the earlier “one-mass” model (Flanagan and Landgraf, 1968), and Klatt and Klatt (1990) have demonstrated the importance of breathiness for the synthesis of natural-sounding female speech.

CONCLUSION

Clearly, our understanding of acoustic structures and their relation to vocal-tract configurations has vastly increased since A. G. Bell’s 1879 paper. On the other hand, the relation between acoustic structures and linguistic units, despite much research and discussion, remains clouded and controversial. It is especially in this direction that further progress is to be hoped for.
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